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(Software Reliablility Model; SRM) ,
,
, . ,








Estimation; WSE) [1]. Xiao and Dohi [9] WSE NHPP
SRM ,
WSE . Xiao and Dohi [9] ,
WSE , (Maximum Likelihood
Estimation; MLE) (Least Squares Estimation; LSE)
. , Kolaczyk [7]
WSE oversmoothing
,
$a$ WSE . TIPSH (Tkanslation-Invariant Poisson Smoothing using
Haar Wavelets) , TIPSH
. , TIPSH
, WSE ,
[9] . 2 ,
WSE DT-WSE, WSE NDT-WSE .
2
,
, , (thresholding) (denoise) .
,
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. / (scaling function) (wavelet function) $|$ ,
,
$\phi(i)=\{\begin{array}{l}1 (0\leq i<1)0 (otherwise),\end{array}$ (1)
$\psi(i)=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 (0\leq i<\frac{1}{2})-1 (\frac{1}{2}\leq i<1)0 (otherwise)\end{array}$ (2)
, $j$ $k$ ,
(father wavelet) (mother wavelet)
$\phi_{j,k}(i)=2^{j’ 2}\phi(2^{j}i-k)$ , (3)
$\psi_{j,k}(i)=2^{j’ 2}\psi(2^{j}i-k)$ (4)
.




$c_{j_{0},k}$ $=$ $\sum_{i=1}^{n}\lambda_{i}\phi_{j_{0},k}(i)$ , (6)
$d_{j,k}$ $=$ $\sum_{i=1}^{n}\lambda_{i}\psi_{j,k}(i)$ (7)
, (scaling coefficent) (wavelet coefficent)
, $io(\geq 0)$ .
, .
, $i$ ,
. $i$ , ,
, ,
202
. $j$ , ,





. , (3), (4)
,
. $\lambda_{i}$ $(d)$
(Haar Wavelet Transform; HWT) .
22
, $d_{j,k}$ , $0$
. ,










, $i=0,1,$ 2, . . . .
$i$
$Y_{i}$ , $Ni= \sum_{k=0}^{i}Y_{k}$ ,
$Y_{0}=N_{0}=0$ . , $\{Ni:i=0,1,2, . . . \}$ NHPP ,
$Pr\{N_{i}=m\}$ $=$ $\frac{\{\Lambda_{i}\}^{m}}{m!}\exp\{-\Lambda_{i}\}$ , $m=0,1,2$ , . . . (10)
. , $E[N_{i}]=\Lambda_{i}$ NHPP ,
$i$ . , $\lambda_{i}=\Lambda_{i}-\Lambda_{i-1}$ $i(\geq 1)$
, $E[Y_{i}]=\lambda_{i}$ .
, NHPP ( ) , $\Lambda_{i}(\lambda_{i})$
.
, $[0, T]$ $n(=2^{J};J=1,2, \ldots)$
. , $y_{ii}=x-x_{i-}i$ $(i=1,2, . . . , n)$ $\lambda_{i}$
$Y_{i}$ . ,
$Y_{i}=\lambda_{i}+\eta_{i}$ , $i=1,2$ , . . . , $n$ . (11)
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[5] , $n$ $Z_{i}$ $(i=1,2, . . . , n)$ ,
.
$Pr(maxi\leq i\leq n|Z_{i}|\leq\sqrt{2\log n})arrow 1$ as $narrow\infty$ . (12)
, $n$ , $Z_{i}$ $\sqrt{2\log n}$
. , $d_{j,k}$
, $d_{j,k}$ $\sqrt{2\log n}$
. Xiao and Dohi [9] ,





oversmoothing . Kolaczyk [7] , ,
level-dependent thresholds
$\tau_{j}=2^{-}2\underline{J-}\dot{L}+\underline{2}\{2\log(2^{j})+\sqrt{4\log^{2}(V)+8\lambda_{0}\log(V)2^{(J-j)}}\}$ (13)
. , $\lambda_{0}$ .
(13) . ,
$d_{j,k}$ $\alpha,$ $\beta$ 2 . ,
$d_{j,k}\sim 2^{-(J-j)\prime 2}\{Po(\alpha)-Po(\beta)\}$ . (14)
, $\alpha,$ $\beta$ $j,$ $k$ , $H_{0}’$ : $\lambda_{i}=\lambda_{0}$





. , $i$ $d_{j,k}$ $\tau_{J-j}$






. , $n_{J-j}=2^{j}$ . ,
$Pr(\max_{1\leq i\leq n}|Z_{i}|\leq\sqrt{2\log n})=[1-2Pr(Z>\sqrt{2\log n})]^{n}$ (18)
, .
$Pr(\chi_{(2\tau_{J-j})}^{2}(J-j)/2+1(\frac{2^{J-j}\lambda_{0}}{n})<\frac{2^{J-j}\lambda_{0}}{n})\approx Pr(Z>\sqrt{2\log(n_{J-j})})$ . (19)
, (13) level-dependent thresholds $\mathcal{T}j$ .
,
, .
3.3 Translation-Invariant Poisson Smoothing using Haar Wavelets
,
. , Coifman and Donoho [2]
Translation-Invariant (TI) denoising TIPSH [7]
. TIPSH ,
shift HWT , level-dependent thresholds
unshift . [7]
, $\hat{y}_{i}=y_{(i+h)mod n}$ , $h$
, $h=1,2$ , . . . , $n$ NDT-WSE . , $h$
$n$ .
4
[9] (DSl) , NHPP
. DSl $n=6.2$ ( ),
$x_{62}=133$ .
$\Lambda_{i}$ $\lambda_{i}$ , (Mean Square Error;
MSE)
MSE$1= \frac{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\Lambda_{i}-x_{i})^{2}}}{n}$ , (20)
$MSE_{2}=\frac{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\lambda_{i}-y_{i})^{2}}}{n}$ (21)
(Maximum ${\rm Log}$ Likelihood; MLL) , ,
.
4.1
1 . $H(\cdot,$ $\cdot$ $)$ NDT-WSE, HTI $(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ TIPSH
NDT-WSE , $h,$ $s$ , ldt hard thresholding, soft thresholding, level-
dependent thresholds . , TI denoising NDT-WSE




$H$ ( $s$ , ldt) 0.39 0.26 -120.49
HTI( $h$ , ldt) 0.21 0.19 -98.16




$HTI$ ( $h$ , ldt) 0.21 0.19 -98.16
GE(MLE) 0.68 0.31 -116.75
NB(MLE) 1.05 0.32 -112.65
DW(MLE) 0.69 0.31 -116.69
GE(LSE) 0.59 0.31 -142.73
NB(LSE) 0.92 0.32 -137.90
DW(LSE) 0.59 0.31 -142.63
4: WSE .
$\overline{\overline{\frac{DS1MSE_{1}MSE_{2}ML.L}{H(h,1dt)0.240.20\sim 10254}}}$
HTI($h$ , ldt) 0.21 0.19 -98.16
HA($h$ , lht) 1.32 0.11 -72.76
HA($h$ , ut) 2.57 0.32 -145.39
HF( $h$ , lht) 0.20 0.10 -73.67
HF( $h$ , ut) 0.59 0.31 -142.65
, TI denoising
. , MLL
, $H$ ( $h$ , ldt) HTI( $h$ , ldt) NDT-WSE
.
42
, . [9] , 2
NHPP , MLE LSE .





(i) HTI($h$ , ldt) vs HA($h$ , ut), HF($h$ , ut)
(ii) HTI($h$ , ldt) vs HA($h$ , lht), HF($h$ , lht)
1: (DSl).
, NDT-WSE , NHPP
,
.
, Xiao and Dohi [9] DT-WSE 4 . HA, HF
Anscombe TXransform Fisz Tkansform DT-WSE , lht, ut
leave-out-half threshold, universal threshold , $H$ ( $h$ , ldt) HTI($h$ , ldt)
HA($h$ , ut) HF($h$ , ut) MSE MLL . TIPSH
level-dependent thresholds ,
oversmoothing . , HA($h$ , lht)
HF($h$ , lht) ,
.
1 , DSl . (i) HA, $(h$ ,
ut), HF($h$ , ut) . , ,
. , (ii)
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